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Climate change is already
claiming thousands of
lives every year[1]. A small
number of very powerful
fossil fuel companies bear
most responsibility for the
climate crisis we are now
facing[2]. Their business plans,
if executed, would render
vast swathes of our planet
uninhabitable and cause
climate chaos that would be
irreversibly catastrophic for
humanity, and most other
species on the planet[3]. They
must be stopped.
Climate change aside, the
fossil fuel industry has been
associated with the horrific
treatment of indigenous
peoples; from the Standing
Rock Sioux Tribe in Dakota
to Aboriginal people in
Australia[4]. Closer to home,
Woodburn Forest has also
been confronted by the fossil
fuel industry searching for
new opportunities. Meanwhile
air pollution from fossil fuels
is responsible for over 500

premature deaths in Northern
Ireland each year[5].
The Fossil Free NI campaign
offers people in Northern
Ireland an opportunity to
act on climate change in a
meaningful, impactful way.
This campaign is fighting
against the root cause of
climate change by calling for
the withdrawal of Northern
Irish investments in fossil fuel
companies. It is a campaign
that every citizen in Northern
Ireland can take part in; it will
thrive if it includes people
from different backgrounds
with diverse skills, talents and
experiences.
By ditching its investments
in fossil fuels, Northern
Ireland could make a valuable
contribution to the global fossil
fuel divestment campaign,
which is eroding the social and
political power of the fossil
fuel industry. The erosion of
such power is vital if we are to
make meaningful progress on
addressing the climate crisis.
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The Challenge
of Climate
Change
Climate change is the greatest
challenge facing humanity
today. Polar ice shelves are
disintegrating, sea levels are
rising and low lying island
nations such as Kiribati
are fighting for their very
existence as they struggle to
keep their countries above
water[6 -7]. Extreme events
such as heatwaves, storms
and forest fires are becoming
more frequent – and more
dangerous – as they are
‘supercharged’ by climate

change[8-9]. Climate change is
already causing devastating
food and water shortages
in the developing world and
inflicting huge suffering on the
world’s poorest people[10].
Tragically, those who are
suffering most from climate
change have done least to
cause it; Northern Ireland has
emissions per capita that are
over seventy times higher than
Ethiopia or Malawi[10].

The fossil
fuel industry
is blocking
climate action
The combustion of fossil fuels
such as coal, gas, oil and peat,
is the main cause of manmade
climate change[2].
Fossil fuel companies
have profited from driving
planet-wide destruction and
are exerting huge political
pressure to slow down the
transition to safe, clean
renewable energy.
The vast majority – around
80 per cent – of the industry’s
fossil fuel reserves cannot
be burned if we are to
limit warming to the upper
temperature limit of ‘well

below 2°C’ that was set
out in the Paris Climate
Agreement[20].
Despite this, the fossil fuel
industry continues to spend
vast amounts of money
searching for even more fossil
fuels[21].
The business plans of
fossil fuel companies are
incompatible with maintaining
a planet that is safe for human
life[3].
The fossil fuel industry has
funded campaigns of climate
denial and misinformation for

							

So far, we have warmed the
planet by about 1⁰C above
the average pre-industrial
temperature. In the 2015 Paris
Climate Agreement, world
governments agreed to hold
the rise in global average
temperatures to ‘well below
2°C above pre-industrial levels
and pursue efforts to limit
the temperature increase to
1.5°C above pre-industrial
levels’[11]. Warming above this
limit would result in climate
change at a scale that would
render vast areas of the planet
uninhabitable, cause huge
ecological damage and claim
many human lives[12-13].
Climate change will have a
serious impact on Northern
Ireland. Unchecked sea level
rise is likely to cause significant
coastal flooding; with Belfast,
Derry and Newry at greatest
risk. Other areas at risk from
flooding include Downpatrick

decades. It has orchestrated
intense lobbying campaigns
to block governments’
action on climate and ensure
that the status quo on
fossil fuel consumption is
maintained[22-23].
Through its funding of
politicians, the fossil fuel
industry has a stranglehold on
democracy. In the 2015-2016
USA election cycle, members
of Congress received
$350 million in campaign
contributions and lobbying
expenditures from the fossil
fuel industry[24]. Its political
strength is not confined to
the USA. A report released in
October 2017 revealed that
the gas industry has spent
millions of euros influencing
European policy makers to
support the construction of
new fossil fuel infrastructure
that would lock the continent
into fossil fuel usage for
decades[25].
Meanwhile, in November
2017, it was revealed that
the UK government lobbied
the Brazilian government
on behalf of BP and Shell,
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and Newtownards[14]. In
addition to inflicting so much
human suffering, climate
change also threatens
places of great ecological
and geological importance in
Northern Ireland, such as the
iconic Giant’s Causeway[15].
Perhaps most concerning
of all however, is the threat
that climate change poses
at a global level. Insufficient
action on climate change
poses a grave threat to global
food security, planetary life
support systems and human
health[16-17]. It has the potential
to seriously undermine global
security and governance and
to cause a refugee crisis on
an unprecedented scale. No
nation is immune to the global
impacts of climate change[18-19].

to achieve tax reliefs for
them and address their
concerns over environmental
regulation[26].
The fossil fuel industry’s power
and influence means that
public money is still being used
to fund fossil fuel projects,
slowing down the transition to
renewable power and locking
us into future emissions and
climate change[27]. Some big
fossil fuel companies have
resorted to ‘greenwashing’
their image and have stated
that they support the Paris
Climate Agreement. However,
the actions of the very same
companies continue to
undermine climate action as
they systematically obstruct
climate regulatory measures
both directly and through
trade bodies[28]. All of this
makes one thing very clear; if
we are to achieve meaningful
action on climate change,
the political power and social
license of the fossil fuel
industry must be broken. Fossil
fuel divestment offers us a
tool to do just that.
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What is
fossil fuel
divestment?
Divestment is the opposite of
investment; it simply means
getting rid of, or selling off,
stocks, bonds or investments
that are unethical and/or pose
a financial risk.

divestment movement that
calls on organisations and
institutions to show moral
leadership on climate change
by selling off their shares and
other investments in fossil fuel
companies.

Fossil Free is an exciting,
rapidly growing global

How does
divestment
work?
This fossil fuel divestment
campaign is modelled on
movements such as the
Anti-Apartheid movement in
the 1980s which weakened
the South African Apartheid
regime, and the tobacco
divestment movement which
helped to stigmatise the
tobacco industry and led
to restrictive legislation on
smoking.
Fossil fuel divestment works
by stigmatizing the fossil fuel
industry’s business practices
and eroding its social license.
This weakens its political
power, opening up political
breathing space for climate
change action, legislation and
the transition to renewable
energy systems.
The political influence of
the fossil fuel industry
can be further weakened
through restrictive legislation
compelled by divestment;

for example, through the
introduction of bans on
fossil fuel exploration and
extraction or the cutting back
of government fossil fuel
subsidies.
These impacts of divestment
are really important because
it is a lack of political and
societal will - and not a lack of
technological capability – that
is now preventing us from
taking sufficient action on
climate change.
Fossil fuel divestment has
been described as the fastest
growing divestment campaign
in history and it is a movement
that is being propelled by
inspiring grassroots organisers
from every corner of the
planet[29]. Over ‘US$6 trillion’
worth of assets has been
committed to divestment so
far and this number continues
to grow[30].

Northern
Ireland could
play a big role
in the global
fossil fuel
divestment
movement
Sometimes we can feel
powerless to act on climate
change. In the absence of a
government in Stormont this
feeling of powerlessness can
intensify. Even when Stormont
was sitting, our MLAs failed
to match commitments
made in the rest of the UK
and Ireland to cut emissions.
However, this is where
divestment steps in. The fossil
fuel divestment movement
was inspired by a realization
that we couldn’t wait for
national politicians to solve

the climate crisis. Divestment
allows ordinary citizens to
act on climate change by
directly challenging its number
one culprit – the fossil fuel
industry. Citizens all over the
world are uniting to form a
grassroots movement that is
tackling this industry head on.
The fossil fuel industry has
bought its power but, in the
words of Bill McKibben, the
divestment movement has
found ‘a different currency to
work in….we have the currency
of movements: passion,
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spirit, creativity.’ Divestment
is using people power in an
all-important struggle to save
humanity’s only home.
One of the beauties of
divestment is that people can
campaign at a local level but
have global impact. This is
particularly true in the case
of Northern Ireland. Unlike
in other countries, where
multiple local government
pension funds exist, Northern
Ireland has just one pooled
pension scheme – The
Local Government Pension
Scheme for Northern Ireland
(LGPS NI)[31]. Achieving LGPS
NI divestment from fossil
fuels would make a valuable
contribution to the global
divestment movement.
It could be viewed as the
rejection of fossil fuels by an
entire nation. Furthermore,
it would ramp up pressure
on similar local government
pension schemes in England,
Scotland and Wales to
divest from fossil fuels. Such
pressure would be very
valuable as the UK pension
industry has huge influence
in the global pension sector.
Investors in other parts of the
world are influenced by the UK
pension industry. Therefore,
moves from UK pensions to
divest from fossil fuels could
have exciting knock-on effects
for the divestment movement
all over the world.
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Divest LGPS NI: An
opportunity to blow a
£300 million hole in
the fossil fuel industry
The Local Government
Pension Scheme for Northern
Ireland (LGPS NI) is the
pension scheme for local
councils and similar bodies in
Northern Ireland. The Scheme
currently has 176 contributing
employers; in addition to
councils – employers such
as education and library
authorities, schools, colleges
and further & higher education
colleges, and universities
are among its contributors.
The Northern Ireland Local
Government Officers’
Superannuation Committee
(NILGOSC) is the corporate
body responsible for the
administration of the Scheme
and is a non-departmental
public body, sponsored
by the Department for
Communities[31].
LGPS NI invests over three
hundred million pounds

(£348,957,570) in fossil fuel
companies[32]. It holds assets
worth £4,150,840,054 in
total; so fossil fuels account
for some 8.4% of its total
investments. LGPS NI
invests directly in some of
the most infamous fossil
fuel corporations including

Royal Dutch Shell and BP. It
also holds direct investments
in Centrica; the first major
company to financially
back fracking in the UK[32-33]
Centrica has made a number
of donations to the US climate
denial group, the Texas Public
Policy Foundation[34].

Fossil Free
Northern
Ireland’s key
demands
We are asking all councillors in Northern
Ireland to sign an open letter calling on the
Local Government Pension Scheme for
Northern Ireland to divest from fossil fuels.
We want the Local Government Pension
Scheme for Northern Ireland to:
●

Immediately freeze any new investment in
fossil fuel companies

●

Divest from direct ownership and any
commingled funds that include fossil fuel
public equities and corporate bonds as soon
as possible, and by 2020 at the latest.
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Divesting
LGPS NI will
also protect
NI peoples’
pensions
The moral case for fossil fuel
divestment is overwhelming. If
it is wrong to wreck the planet
then it is wrong to profit from
that wreckage. However, there
is also a very strong financial
case for divestment.
Analysis by financial experts
in the city of London has
shown that the vast majority,
around 80 per cent, of the
industry’s fossil fuel reserves
cannot be burned if we are
to limit warming to the upper
temperature limit of ‘well
below 2°C’ that was set out
in the Paris Agreement[20].
Therefore, there is a real
risk that fossil fuel assets
will become ‘stranded’ as
governments introduce
stricter climate legislation
and raise the price on carbon.
Indeed, the governor of the
Bank of England, Mark Carney
has repeatedly warned that
investors face ‘potentially
huge’ losses from climate
change action that could make
vast reserves of oil, coal and
gas ‘literally unburnable[35].
Therefore, there is a serious
risk that fossil fuel corporation
stocks may be overvalued, and
thus subject to sudden drops
in valuation.
Furthermore, around two
thirds of the potential oil and
gas production that is surplus
to requirements in a 2 degrees
scenario is controlled by the
private sector; this means
that listed companies (i.e.
companies which the LGPS

NI invests in) are especially
vulnerable to the risk of
stranded assets[36].
A report published in February
2017 by the Grantham
Institute and the Carbon
Tracker Initiative warned
that falling costs of electric
vehicles and solar technology
could halt growth in global
demand for oil and coal from
2020. Its scenario analysis
showed that oil demand
could be flat from 2020 to
2030 and then fall steadily
to 2050. It warned that fossil
fuel companies are seriously
underestimating low-carbon
advances and that stranding of
fossil fuel assets is likely as the
low-carbon transition gathers
pace. Growth in electric
vehicles alone could lead to
2 million barrels of oil per day
(mbd) being displaced by
2025 – the same volume that
caused the oil price collapse
in 2014-15. This scenario
sees 16mbd of oil demand
displaced by 2040 and 25mbd
by 2050. The power and road
transport sectors account for
approximately half of fossil
fuel consumption, so growth in
solar photovoltaic and electric
vehicles can have a major
impact on demand[37].
In the last seven years, solar
panels have dropped in cost
by 85%[37]. Costs are likely to
continue to drop dramatically.
Lithium-ion battery cost has
dropped more than 65% since
2010[38].

							

Both changes are happening
so quickly that models for
the energy market quickly
become out of date. Fossil
fuel industry projections are
particularly lacking in their
ability to recognise future
trends.
Therefore, divesting from
fossil fuels is financially
prudent as it will protect the
LGPS NI from loss of value
due to stranding of fossil
fuel assets. Furthermore,
evidence is showing that
even in the short term fossil
fuel divestment does not
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hurt fund performance and
can even boost same. For
example, MSCI found that
from 2010 through to July
2017, indexes that excluded
fossil fuels such as the MSCI
ACWI ex Fossil-fuels indexes
performed better in terms of
performance, risk, and returns
than the parent index[39].
You can read Friends of the
Earth’s briefing for a more
comprehensive treatment
of the ethical, financial and
legal arguments for fossil fuel
divestment[40].

How can I support the
Fossil Free Northern
Ireland Campaign?

For starters, contact your local councillors to ask them to support
the campaign to divest LGPS NI from fossil fuels. Councillors
have their pensions with LGPS NI and can influence its
investment decisions. Councillors are also elected to represent
you – so they have a duty to listen to your concerns.
Contacting your councillor is easy using our online email
action tool – simply go to bit.ly/actffni and follow the simple
instructions.

Find out more by joining us on social media
https://www.facebook.com/FossilFreeNI/
Want to get involved in a deeper way? How about joining – or
starting-up – a local branch of the campaign in your area?
See below for steps on how to do this…

Fossil Free Northern Ireland: A Guide for Campaigners
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How to campaign for Fossil Free Northern Ireland in your local area.
See below for steps on how to do this.
1. Identify your local council and councillors.
Get in touch with Niall (niall.bakewell@foe.co.uk)
or Deirdre (deirdre.duff@foe.co.uk) to tell them you’d like to
campaign in this council area. We can link you up with other locals
and give you advice, resources and support.

6. Do some planning with your new team! Work out a strategy
to convince your councillors to support Fossil Free NI and sign
the open letter asking LGPS NI to divest. There are some great
resources on planning strategy here
https://trainings.350.org/for/organisers/.

2. Get your giant open letter calling on LGPS NI to divest
from fossil fuels. If you’re the first person in your council area
to contact Deirdre or Niall we’ll send you out a giant letter. Your
goal will be to get your local councillors to sign this letter – and
to get a photo for social media. We’ll send you a calendar of
council meetings so you know when to go along and meet your
councillors in person.

7. Start the conversation with your councillors. You could start
with some emails or phone calls. Don’t forget to include your
address to show that you’re a constituent. The most effective
way to lobby your councillor is to arrange a face-to-face meeting
with them. Get in touch with Deirdre or Niall if you’d like some
briefing documents on divestment to share with your councillors
when you meet them. Be prepared to follow up with calls or
emails if your councillor doesn’t agree to sign the open letter at
your first meeting. When they do sign – get a photo for social
media and be sure to tell Friends of the Earth Northern Ireland
about your victory.

3. Build a local divestment group! Good campaigns start with
a good team. Get together with some friends and locals. Think
outside the box about who to invite; divestment campaigns
thrive when they include a diversity of people who have different
backgrounds, skills and talents. Are there local groups or
organisations that might support the campaign? Reach out to
them.
4. Make your divestment group visible! Make a social media
page for the group. Think about places in your locality where you
could advertise your group…local libraries, schools, community
halls, churches etc.
5. Plan your first public meeting or launch event. Contact Niall
or Deirdre if you’d like someone to speak at the event. How about
showing a short divestment film to inspire people? ‘Do the Math’
is one example and is available online for free.

8. Make divestment a local issue. Hold regular meetings with
your local divestment group. Advertise every meeting so that
new people can join. Raise public awareness of the problems
with fossil fuels. Organise some creative public actions to show
that there is local support for divestment – and get local media
coverage for your campaign. Get tips on creative actions – and
how to get local media coverage here
https://gofossilfree.org/uk/divestment-guide-step-3/.
9. Plan next steps for your campaign. Keep in touch with Niall
and Deirdre and tell us about your progress and challenges. Think
beyond LGPS NI divestment too. What else could Fossil Free NI
do to take on the fossil fuel industry and drive the clean energy
transition? We’d love to hear from you.
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